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When I picked up the script for ‘Made In Dagenham’ and read it for the first time I realised the historical importance of the story.  I felt very strongly for the desire of the 

working-class women of the Ford factory in Dagenham, who fought for equal pay in England in 1968 and eventually won. This story spoke to me on so many levels, 

and I felt a great responsibility in conveying the story to the audience through make-up and hair styling of the characters.  After researching the women of the Dagenham car plant, 

where they lived, what they looked like, I proceeded to work very closely with the cast in order to bring these characters back from the 1960s and onto the screen.

I decided in order to stay true to the story that I wanted the women to look as though they woke up every day and did their own make-up and hair.

When working with Rita’s (Sally Hawkins) look, I wanted to convey her character’s journey from the beginning of the movie – from being one of the factory workers, mousy and quiet 

at the beginning, to becoming spokeswoman for them and fighting courageously and passionately for equal pay, despite the period’s social norms and what she came up against.  

To do so, I glamorized her slightly and began to make her look more polished and groomed as the story developed.

For Barbara Castle’s character, I transformed Miranda Richardson by putting her in a wig and making her up to look like the politician that she was playing.

Lisa Hopkins’ character gave me the chance to show the upper class, high fashion hair and make-up and I created a very beatnik, elegant look for Rosamund, inspired by Chanel.

Connie’s character, played by Geraldine James, was a complete contrast to this.  I wanted to show through her styling that she was stuck in an era that had passed.  

This reflected her character and her circumstances, as her husband is shown still suffering from fighting in the Second World War. In order to convey her character’s suffering 

and emotional background, I gave her a hairstyle that was the height of fashion in c.1948/9.  I also made her look somewhat disheveled and aged her slightly to mirror her 

emotional life in the scenes that called for it.

I made the factory girls look very much like working class women of the era and we stuck closely to my research images of the women who worked in Dagenham at the 

Ford factory at the time.  Younger characters like Sandra and Brenda gave me the freedom to show the more current fashions as the older women at the plant were still very 

much styled for the late 50s and early 60s, which of course was the case at the time.  I used false eye-lashes, hair pieces and more expressive make-up to do so; this lent 

to their characters greatly and also helped to convey the period truthfully.

The male characters had as much work as the female characters and it was extremely important to the story that the men looked the part.  I completely transformed 

Richard Schiff from his familiar and famous bearded look into Robert Tooley, the slick, clean-shaven American Ford boss.  To do so I removed his beard, wigged him and made 

him up to look like a top executive in the company.  I also wigged John Sessions to look like the politician Harold Wilson.  With Rita’s husband, Eddie, I gave him the staple 

long sideburns of the period and made him look very much like a working-class man of the era.

My principles as a hair and make-up designer are to produce historically correct, natural styling that is true to the characters and the period in which they live and breathe.  

I want the audience to feel as if they are a part of the scene and I do this by producing work that is strong, consistent and above all, realistic.  Unlike my previous work 

on ‘An Education’, which was also a 1960s-set film, I had a huge ensemble to work with and transform.  I worked very closely alongside the cast in order to help their characters 

evolve throughout the course of the story.  I absolutely loved working on the piece and I hope you enjoyed it!



Rita O’Grady 
(Sally Hawkins)



Rita O’Grady (Sally Hawkins) meets Barbara Castle (Miranda Richardson)
Rita is tidy and matter-of-fact in her hair and makeup which contrasts 

with her statement dress; she is constantly transforming.

Rita O’Grady 
(Sally Hawkins)

Rita has a simple beauty and her makeup 
was kept constantly plain but attractive a as 

a testament to her lack of ego.

Rita O’Grady 
(Sally Hawkins)

 As the film progresses, Rita’s hair becomes 
more glamorous and had to stay neat in the 

stressful situations she found herself in.

I looked at a lot of source material (example above) 
and decided she should be unfussy, but quietly astute 

in her styling.  



Barbara Castle 
(Miranda Richardson)

Barbara was often described in the press 
as a fiery redhead, so Miranda’s wig had to 

be bold but in keeping with the truth.

Barbara Castle 
(Miranda Richardson)

Was famous for being mercurial and immaculate,
the first female politician to combine this potent 

combination in the UK.  

Barbara Castle 
(Miranda Richardson)

Had to look tough: a woman in a man’s world.  Contrasted 
with Miranda’s natural look (left), the difference is stark.  



Robert Tooley 
(Richard Schiff)

Richard’s transformation had to add an edge of authority to his character.  



Lisa Hopkins 
(Rosamund Pike)

Had to appear as elegant, 
effortless and in some ways aspirational to Rita.

Lisa Hopkins 
(Rosamund Pike)

Intelligent, classy, but repressed, 
Lisa finds ways with her hair and makeup 

to highlight her autonomy.

I was inspired by many books and shots such 
as this, and wanted to style Lisa’s hair so that 

she looked progressive, glamorous, 
but not cutting edge; she also had to appear 

different from the women in the factory.



Sandra 
(Jaime Winstone)
Sandra is the youngest of the group 
and the most forward looking in her appearance.

Sandra 
(Jaime Winstone)

inspired by Twiggy achieves 
her modelling ambition.

Sandra 
(Jaime Winstone)

loves attention and her bold makeup and blonde 
hair gradually achieve her exactly that.



Albert 
(Bob Hoskins) 

And the factory girls, whose hair was modelled 
on the real Dagenham factory workers.

Looking sharp was important to the women, 
even when they were protesting on the streets.

The Dagenham ladies and Barbara Castle all have very individual 
looks and represent the natural spectrum of styling at the time. 

Brenda
(Andrea Riseborough)

Brenda’s hair had to befit her big personality.


